Apostrophes and possession

Grade 2 Punctuation Worksheet

A. Rewrite the phrases using apostrophes.

1. The car that belongs to dad

   dad’s car

2. The dog that belongs to Julie

3. The glasses that belong to mom

4. The table that belongs to Mrs. Smith

5. The coat that belongs to Will

B. Fill in the missing apostrophes.

a) Kevin watched the dogs tail go back and forth

b) The barber cut the mans hair.

c) The cars motor was loud.

d) The little girls voice was soft.

Hint:
The toy that belongs to Matt -> Matt’s toy.
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Answers

A. Rewrite the phrases using apostrophes.

1. The car that belongs to dad
   dad’s car
2. The dog that belongs to Julie
   Julie’s dog
3. The glasses that belong to mom
   mom’s glasses
4. The table that belongs to Mrs. Smith
   Mrs. Smith’s table
5. The coat that belongs to Will
   Will’s coat

B. Fill in the missing apostrophes.

a) Kevin watched the dog’s tail go back and forth
b) The barber cut the man’s hair.
c) The car’s motor was loud.
d) The little girl’s voice was soft.